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Living in the ‘Real’ World

By Jonathan Caplan and Joseph Caplan

This is possibly the most challenging 
time to be an asset allocator. All major asset 
classes, including stocks, bonds and real es-
tate, are at or near record levels. The froth 
in asset prices is not only clear from broad-
ly accepted valuation benchmarks, but also 
evidenced by growing speculation in novel 
asset classes such as cryptocurrencies, NFT’s, 
meme stocks and SPAC’s. The dislocations 
caused by the pandemic, and the resulting 
actions taken by governments, businesses 
and individuals, have caused a number of 
market anomalies that have left even pro-
fessional investors in a quandary. Moreover, 
there are growing jitters about rising infla-
tion, unconventional interest rate policies, 
soaring government debt, prodigious fiscal 
spending, and geopolitical tensions.

How should an investor attempt to as-
similate these uncertainties in the context 
of managing one’s portfolio?

Historical Perspectives: 
Inflation in the 1970s

Let us take a deeper dive into the sub-
ject we highlighted in last month’s col-
umn—inflation. We are seeing inflation’s 
effects in nearly every corner of the econ-
omy. We highlighted many macroeconom-

ic factors that are driving inflationary pres-
sures. But the question for an investor is 
how sustained levels of inflation will im-
pact one’s investment portfolio.

Perhaps a historical analog could pro-
vide some insight into how portfolios per-
form during prolonged periods of high in-
flation. For example, looking back at the 
inflationary 1970s, we can see some clear-
ly distinctive performance metrics of vari-
ous asset classes over that decade.

A Deutsche Bank report (“The Age of Dis-
order”) shows that a conventional approach 
to portfolio management (i.e., stocks and 
bonds) led to poor returns. Because of the 
elevated level of inflation during that peri-
od, both stock and bond returns failed mis-
erably in keeping up with inflation. The re-
port showed that while nominal 30-year 
bond yields were much higher than today’s 
levels, “real” returns (adjusted for inflation) 
were abysmal, at -3.43% per year. What that 
means is that a 30-year bond investment 
over that decade would have resulted in 
a compounded loss of about 30% of buy-
ing power. During the same decade, many 
commodities and stocks of commodity 
producers such as oil, gold and metals per-
formed rather well. To be clear, while these 
data points are not conclusive, they could 
be instructive regarding the risks of tradi-
tional investment styles in today’s markets.

Taking a Step Back
Over-reliance on historical analogs has 

its own challenges. The global economy is 
markedly different today than it was in the 
1970s. Even if the thesis of secular inflation 
holds true, the global economy is signifi-
cantly more integrated and technological-

ly advanced than it was in the 1970s. More-
over, one of the main culprits in the 1970s, 
the OPEC oil embargo, is much less of a 
concern today because of OPEC’s decreas-
ing influence in shaping the global energy 
markets. Finally, one can argue, like Federal 
Reserve Chairman Jay Powell, that the pan-
demic caused idiosyncratic imbalances in 
the markets that will sort themselves out 
in the not-too-distant future.

Focusing on Real, 
Not Nominal, Returns

With any investment, there are many 
microeconomic and macroeconomic risk 
factors to consider given the economic cli-
mate that are not necessarily comparable 
to prior periods. During the past decade, 
performance of U.S. equities was driven to 
a large extent by exposure to the “FAANG” 
stocks (Facebook, Alphabet, Apple, Netflix, 
Google). The successful performance of 
these companies was not only dependent 
on their growth trajectories, but also by the 
“goldilocks” economy in the years follow-
ing the financial crisis. This environment 
was characterized by modest economic 
growth, low inflation, and historically low 
interest rates.

But given the persistently rising rates of 
inflation this year (the latest CPI inflation 
reading was the highest since 1990), the 
goldilocks era may be coming to a close. In-
vestors are cautioned to consider some of 
the newer risk factors in their asset alloca-
tion process. If one believes that inflation 
is here to stay for a while, one might favor 
stocks of companies whose performance is 
tied to higher commodity prices. Converse-
ly, a company that lacks “pricing power” is 
likely to struggle in this environment.

With regard to bond investments, sus-
tained inflationary pressures could cause 
the Federal Reserve to act with more alac-
rity on its path to normalization of inter-
est rates. Bonds with long-dated maturi-
ties and many highly priced growth stocks 
could fall victim to an accelerated pace of 
interest rate increases. While we are not 
suggesting that these asset classes should 
necessarily be avoided completely, one 
should consider alternatives that are better 
suited for the evolving macroeconomic en-
vironment.

Time to Cash In?
In past periods of elevated risk, cashing 

in one’s investments and sitting in money 
market funds was a reasonable alternative. 
But with inflation rising and money mar-
ket funds yielding close to zero, the real re-
turn of cash and money market funds is a 
near guarantee of losing real wealth and 
therefore not a silver bullet by any means.

Is Your Portfolio Positioned 
For Long-Term Success?

While we highlighted inflation and its 
impact on portfolio returns, there are also 
many other macroeconomic uncertain-
ties facing the global economy that require 
deep consideration. How will the unwind-
ing of the aggressive fiscal and monetary 
policy affect markets and aggregate de-
mand? Is the housing market overheat-
ed and could an unwinding of the market 
wreak havoc as it did during the financial 
crisis? To what extent will the changes in 
remote working normalize? Is the global 
supply chain permanently impaired and 
how will corporations respond?

The best long-term investors have the 
ability to understand market risks and even 
take advantage of the evolving macroeco-
nomic trends. The challenge of developing 
a process to attain “real” portfolio growth 
while minimizing risk is formidable, espe-
cially in the current environment. Is your 
portfolio prepared for the multiple uncer-
tainties that lie ahead? How may this im-
pact your financial future?

The views presented are those of the au-
thors and should not be construed as per-
sonal investment advice or a solicitation to 
purchase or sell securities referenced in this 
market commentary. The authors or clients 
may own stock or sectors discussed. All eco-
nomic and performance information is his-
torical and not indicative of future results. 
Any investment involves risk. You should not 
assume that any discussion or information 
provided here serves as the receipt of, or as 
a substitute for, personalized investment ad-
vice. All information is obtained from sourc-
es believed to be reliable. However, we do not 
guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or com-
pleteness of any information and are not re-
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Elevating Your Charitable Giving to Israel
By Jonathan Feldstein

Rabbi Moses Mai-
monides, the Rambam, 
was among the great-
est Jewish scholars of 
all time. His teachings 
and global perspective 

of 1,000 years ago are still studied and wide-
ly embraced. He was a philosopher, physi-
cian, political adviser and legal authority. 
Maimonides balanced parallel worlds of 
Jewish law and (then) modern thinking. 
Maimonides gave us the ladder of giving, 
enunciating the eight highest ways of giv-
ing. He taught that giving was an obliga-
tion, one about which we need to be par-
ticularly scrupulous, providing a hierarchy 
from most noble to the least best.

In his law code, the Mishneh Torah, Mai-
monides said, “We must be especially care-
ful to observe the mitzvah of tzedakah, more 
so than any other positive mitzvah.” Can you 
imagine that one of the foremost Jewish 
scholars of all time says that you need to be 
more careful about giving than, say, honor-
ing parents or observing Yom Kippur?

As Giving Tuesday approaches and De-
cember charitable giving exceeds all other 
months, we want to share some experienc-
es and observations from our decades of 
nonprofit work to elevate your charitable 
giving to Israel, and be the most impactful.

Paralleling Maimonides’ eight levels, 
here are the eight “Dumb Ways to Give.”

1. Don’t know who you’re giving to
“Pay no attention to the man behind the 

curtain!” Sometimes even the most hon-
est-seeming person may not be all that hon-
est, can hide information, or most likely just 
mismanages charitable funds in a way that 
diminishes the impact. After all, they might 
be trained in social work or as clergy, but not 
business administration. Just because some-
one is a rabbi or community leader, and just 
because the cause may indeed sound impor-
tant, doesn’t mean they can be totally trust-
ed with precious charitable funds. You need 
to know who you’re giving to.

2. Only give to places with round num-
ber appeals

If you’re seeing appeals that “your dona-
tion of $100” or any other obvious round 
number (especially the Jewish tradition 
of giving in multiples of 18, representing 
“chai,” life in Hebrew,) will do “X,” raise an 
eyebrow or two and question what’s the ac-
tual cost. How an organization raises mon-
ey represents its integrity. You have a right 
to expect an accurate costing of needs.

3. Slicker is better
High-end productions don’t mean the 

cause promoted is more worthy or legiti-
mate, just that they’re spending more money 
on slick advertising—in print, social media, 
and video. One should beware of false and 
overly dramatic claims and slick campaigns, 
infomercials being aired over and over with 
the same needs, etc. Examples abound:
• Israel suffers a fire, and an organization 

claims they are going to rebuild the for-
est or the houses. Do they really have 
the ability and legitimate connections 
to do so?

• “Feeding Holocaust survivors” is impor-
tant, but some survivors are well cared 
for. Some are not. Is this organization 
feeding only survivors or are they feed-
ing the elderly, some of whom happen 
to be survivors (by chance)? Is the or-
ganization using survivors in their PR to 
raise funds, but only helping survivors 
in a limited way? Is a $25 food package 
really helpful?

• “Your support will help respond to the Ira-
nian threat.” Sorry, but there are no non-
profits that are dealing with the Iranian 
threat. To use that to frighten you to give 
just isn’t kosher.

• “We are combating antisemitism.” Great. 
You probably don’t want to give to an or-
ganization that’s supporting antisemi-
tism. But what reach, novel approach or 
presence does the organization have in 
order to really do something?
4. High salaries are good
Does the CEO work harder or more 

hours than the fundraising staff who bring 
in the money, or the social worker doing 
the actual work? What’s the justification 
for the top five employees to have sala-
ries collectively in the millions of dollars? 
The top salaries are public information re-
ported annually. Is $1M a year too much? 
$500,000? $250,000? (Yes, many nonprofit 
execs earn these big numbers.)

A phenomenon among “American 
Friends” organizations is that the collec-
tive overhead is astonishing. These funds 
are coming off the top of what’s raised, 
even before the money makes it to Israel 
where the local organization also has its 
overhead. For example, if you donate $100, 
and the “American Friends” only takes 20% 
overhead, they then transfer the remaining 
$80 to the Israeli organization. The Israeli 
organization has its own 20% overhead as 
well. So maybe they will spend the remain-
ing $64 on their social cause from your orig-
inal $100. In society, like in school, that’s a 
failing grade!

5. Be a number, not a name
Organizations send endless “Dear Friend” 

emails, direct mailings, and text messages 
because they work. Do you only hear from 
them when they want money? Is every com-
munication simply an appeal for funding? 
Do you have a relationship, or are you just a 
number, a donor to be raised from rather than 
interacted with? Do you know the people at 
the organization, and do they know you?

6. Integrity Shmintegrity
Maimonides lists three qualifications 

for people who run public charities:
• They must have impeccable credentials 

and be exceptionally trustworthy.
• Really know how to run and administer 

an organization.
• Be insightful about the essence and 

ways of tzedakah.
The integrity of whom you entrust with 

your charitable giving matters.
7. Raising money on the back of Israel
There’s a proclivity to objectify Amer-

ican Jews or Christians worldwide as “a 
faith-based ATM.”

Are their claims real? You need to know 
the need and understand Israeli society. Is 
everything Israeli good, proper, right? No! 
Of course not. Check carefully!

8. But they do such good work
Don’t be swayed just because they talk 

about, or someone told you about, “all the 

good work they do in Israel.” While doing 
good work is a necessary criterion for sup-
porting an organization, it is not a sufficient 
one. Per Maimonides, you must be very, 
very careful in your giving. Check the organ-
ization’s financials. Dig deeper than just a 
two-minute phone call with a “sales” rep. Ask 
around. Go online to websites like guidestar.
org and charitynavigator.org. Spend a few 
extra minutes to really understand.

We want you to give generously and fre-
quently, with love and joy about being able 
to help others. But we want you to do it re-
sponsibly, with eyes open as wide as your 
heart is big. To learn more, join our “Inspira-
tion from Zion” podcast conversation.

Arnie Draiman is a philanthropic con-
sultant helping people and foundations 
from around the world give their tzedakah 
money away wisely, efficiently and effective-
ly, for more than 20 years. He is also a very 
experienced social media and website guru. 
He can be reached at ajdraiman@gmail.com 
or www.draimanconsulting.com

Jonathan Feldstein is a 35-year nonprofit profession-
al and president of the Genesis 123 Foundation, www.
Genesis123.co, building bridges between Jews and 
Christians and Christians with Israel. He is a host of the 
“Inspiration From Zion” podcast. He can be reached at 
FirstPersonIsrael@gmail.com.

sponsible for any errors or omissions or 
from the results obtained from the use of 
such information.

Jonathan D. Caplan, a former Wall Street execu-
tive, is president and founder of wealth manage-
ment firm Caplan Capital Management, Inc., with 
offices in Highland Park and Hackensack. He holds 
a BA from Yeshiva University and an MBA in finance 
from New York University Stern School of Busi-
ness. You can find other recent investment arti-
cles by Jonathan at www.caplancapital.com/blog.

Joseph Caplan is a vice president of investment 
strategy at Caplan Capital Management. He re-
ceived his BA in economics from Rutgers University.
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